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Introduction
Communities are essentially the strength of connection patterns among members of 
online social networks. Such connections as friendship over Facebook or following a 
cooking page on Instagram result in generation of voluminous data, causing a wide array 
of relationships. Graph theory is utilized to depict relations between community nodes 
while statistical properties of nodes are used to find the patterns. Node centrality defines 
community boundaries and impacts adjacencies [1]. Optimization of the quality func-
tion, i.e. modularity, is represented as eigenvectors of the network matrix [2].
Community detection algorithms have been around for some time now; however, 
with the growing size of todays networks, how to find small communities in big graphs, 
with billion of nodes and edges, is a major challenge. Graphs of Online Social Networks 
(OSN) such as Facebook, Twitter, etc. are growing every day. This growth introduces 
both large and small communities, for instance those with less than 100 members. 
There is a need for an algorithm capable of finding both large and small communities 
efficiently, in terms of time and processing overhead. Moreover, finding anomalies and 
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communities outliers also prove challenging [3, 4]. A key undertaking would be to rank 
these communities after detecting them. For example, Facebook has over 20,000 com-
munities and it is important to calculate which community has more influence over the 
entire members in the graph. A higher rank for a community implies a higher probabil-
ity of active and influential members. Being able to find communities’ ranks helps us 
with (a) analyzing the network graph and relations, (b) finding the most suitable data 
mining techniques, (c) predicting the information flow, and (d) comprehending public 
sentiment.
In this study, detecting and characterizing communities are discussed. Optimized 
Attractor algorithm is introduced which finds communities using Jaccard distance, 
similar to Attractor algorithm; however, the performance of our approach does not 
deteriorate for much bigger or smaller graphs, unlike Attractor. Furthermore, a novel 
algorithm is introduced to rank the communities using the ratio of intra-community and 
inter-community links between links. Unlike most community detection algorithms, 
Optimized Attractor normalizes the size of communities based on a threshold. The per-
formance of Optimized Attractor was measured on known benchmarks, where it out-
performs modularity-based methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as following: "Related work" section reviews an 
indispensable comparison for existing community detection algorithms, be it from 
Betweenness algorithm to modularity maximization approaches to. "Our approach" sec-
tion introduces the proposed method, Optimized Attractor, after discussing the required 
preliminaries. "Analysis" section depicts an exhaustive analysis of performance and time 
complexity of Optimized Attractor. Discussion of the results and future directions are 
given in "Discussion and future work" section. "Conclusion" section outlines the con-
cluding remarks.
Related work
Communities in the graphs are detected and defined based on similarity between their 
vertices; i.e. a community is a group of nodes with the highest degree of similarity 
between the vertices under that community in the graph. There are various methods to 
calculate the similarity values between nodes. Four of the most famous ones are Jaccard 
similarity, Cosine similarity, Pearson correlation, and Euclidean distance. After calculat-
ing the similarity between all nodes in the graph, all similar nodes will be placed in the 
same community and dissimilar edges between nodes will be cut out. However, after 
finding communities there is a need to find the ranking for these communities. Commu-
nity detection is a helpful tool to analyze big and complex networks such as social media 
networks. Various methods have been used in order to find network communities. Back 
in 2002, Girvan and Newman [5] used Betweenness algorithm to find modularity change 
value. The way it worked was that every node was put in its own community initially. 
Then, the modularity value was calculated using Eq. 1. Next, the neighboring node with 
the highest Q value was combined with the designated community. Time complexity 
for the mentioned method is N 3. Newman [6] introduced a new method the next year 
which reduced the time complexity from the lowest value of M2 for normal matrices 
to N 3 on sparse matrices to ((M + N )N ) or N 2 on sparse matrices. Greedy algorithm 
[7] was introduced by Clauset and Newman the following year and improved the time 
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complexity of the latter method to N log2 n. In 2005, External Optimization method was 
introduced by Duch and Arenas [8]. In this method, Duch and Arenas [8] have reached 
a better accuracy by using external optimization to optimize modularity, sacrificing the 
operational speed. Time complexity for this algorithm is N 2log2n which is slower than 
the Greedy method. Modularity formula:
Optimized version of modularity:
On the other hand, Shao and Han developed a new algorithm called attractor based on 
distance dynamic [9]. Time complexity of Attractor algorithm is E which is counted as 
linear. Although it is faster than N-cut [10], Modularity, edge Betweenness [5], greedy 
and et, it is a bit slower than algorithms proposed by Louvan [12] and Infomap [13], and 
Metis [14]. The Louvan method [12] starts every node as a separate community; then 
in each iteration, it calculates the similarity between two communities and mixes them 
together.
The attractor method introduced by Shao et al. [9] uses the concept of distance instead 
of similarity. In this method, the similarity of nodes have been calculated by Eq.  3 as 
you can see the Jaccard similarity [16] has been used. Next the value found will get sub-
tracted from one in order to find the distance between two nodes.
Next step is to find the initial distance for all the nodes in the graph. There are three 
types of relation ship between the nodes in this algorithm. The first one is when two 
nodes are connecting directly. The distance between to direct relationship is calculated 
through Eq. 4
The second type is defined as the impact of mutual neighbors of two nodes on their 
direct link. In which is counted as a positive impact. It being counted positive, comes 
from the fact that having mutual interests usually makes a relationships stronger. The 
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The last type is shown in Eq. 6 . The third type of impact is from exclusive neighbors. 
Having different or against interest can cause the relationships to become more distance. 
So the third type will usually be a positive impact on the link value between start and 
end node.
Our approach
Network structure evolves as time changes [17]. In this paper, G represents a graph. 
Every G contains set of nodes N and set of edges E. C is used to show set of communi-
ties. Every edge that connects two communities together is called as a between edge and 
shown bye eb . nes and net are two nodes in the sides of an edge, they are called starting 
and target node respectively. A counter is used to identify and counts the number of 
edges in which they have only one side in a community and the other side belongs to 
another community. And another counter is used to count number of edges that have 
nodes in different communities. Later counter is represented by (γ ). The number of 
nodes in each community is shown by (η). Finally, rank of every community is recorded 
as Rc. The method used to calculate community rank is based on the number of nodes 
inside reach community and the total number of nodes in the graph. After finding the 
number of between edges for each community, the rank can be counted by dividing this 
number by all the nodes in the graph except for those already in the community. In this 
study, communities were found using an optimized version of Attractor algorithm. As 
it was explained in "Related work" section, Attractor algorithm works base on distance 
between nodes and their inclusive and exclusive neighbors. However, it was found that 
Attractor algorithm could work faster by removing the last loop of algorithm. In fact, the 
communities are found in the third loop by filtering the distance matrix. So, wherever 
the distance between two node is equal to one the edge should be cut from the graph. 
But this action could be applied with reversing the filtering function meaning taking the 
distances wherever it is equal to zero we could keep the edge in fact. Three major effort 
has been put in this study:
  • First a breadth-first search (BFS) [18] is added to the algorithm before going thor-
ough the initial distance calculations. It helps the program run almost ten percent 
faster (an algorithm for traversing or searching tree or graph data structures). It 
starts at the tree root (or some arbitrary node of a graph, sometimes referred to as 
a ‘search key’) and explores the neighbor nodes first, before moving to the next level 
neighbors [18].
  • The original Attractor algorithm has been optimized by the method explained in 
"Algorithm" section. Using this optimization method, the program runs faster by a 
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  • A new algorithm called “Community Ranker” is introduced. As the name suggest, 
CR (Community Ranker) method finds a value for each community that was found 
by Algorithm 1. How communities have been ranked is provided in "Algorithm" sec-
tion by Algorithm 2. 
Preliminaries
Social networks are graphs created by members of social media. These graphs are made 
from social media members and the relationships between them in forms of nodes and 
edges respectively. A friendship on the Facebook is an example of a two-sided (undi-
rected) connection and following somebody’s page Instagram or tweeter is an example 
of a one-sided (directed) connection and a connections in DBLP (Digital Bibliography 
& Library Project) network is an example of a weighed edge. In social networks, con-
nections between people reveal a lot of information about the graph and communities 
existing in the graph. A community is a group of people with mutual interest. As same 
as real life in every social-media, there exist various communities. This communities are 
made from members of social media and their pages. Example of communities could be 
friendship groups or groups of people with same occupations or simply groups of people 
with same interests. In social graphs, relationship inside the community and relation-
ships outside are respectively shown by internal edges and external edges. Number of 
internal-edges are dense within a community where number of external edges are low. In 
contrast between two separate communities there is no internal edge but a small num-
ber of external edges are existed. Among all the communities that exist in social media, 
there is a need to distinguish those who are active and more important in the graph. Fig-
uring out the active communities can help with advertisings tasks, statistics and analyses 
needed for suggestions, searches and trend analytics. In addition, finding the ranking 
list of communities shows how important each community is. Communities with higher 
ranks have a better communication inside and outside the community. Local computa-
tions are good for big graphs. Community detection methods are divided into two sub-
groups. The first well known method is to cluster vertexes based on their similarity. And 
the second method is graph partitioning base on sparse cut.
Notations
Adjacency matrix is a matrix of the size n× n where n is the number of nodes in the 
graph. It has ones whenever two nodes are connected and zero otherwise. Every 
Table 1 Comparison between Attractor and Optimized Attractor
All the numbers are in milliseconds
Data set Attractor Optimized Attractor OA and BFS
Karate Club 0.012278 0.012091 0.011930
American Football 0.119706 0.101960 0.101330
Polbooks 0.149019 0.138020 0.137216
Friendship 446.488900 325.466700 305.337700
Amazon 379.636510 297.4342910 285.840700
Road 327.805610 317.141900015 303.112400
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connection between two nodes is defined as an edge. Edges can be directed or undi-
rected. Directed edges are those that connect two nodes in only one way. Undirected 
edges connect two nodes two-sided only with one edge. However, to show more features 
of nodes, for example the importance of each nod and edges connected to that node, 
there are weights defined for each edge. In this paper nodes are shown as n and the set 
of nodes is shown with N. Edges and set of edges are shown as l and L. Communities 
and the set of communities c and C. Start and end node are represented as s and Rc rep-
resents Rank of community c. And the number of nodes in each communities is repre-
sented by η. Also number of edges between two communities are show as γ. S is used to 
keep the similarity value. Mutual and exclusive neighbors are shown with m and x. And 
finally, neighboring Set is represented as Υ .
Algorithm
Algorithm 1 x Community Finder
1: Input: Graph G=( n, l ), threshold δ
2: Output: C: {All communities in the graph}
3: Cal: Initial values
4: for ∀l L do
5: Cal: Sl using Eq. (1)
6: end for
7: for ∀l L do
8: if 0 then <Sl >1
9: Cal: DCl,CSl,XCl
10: TS = DCl +MCl +XCl
11: St+1 = St + TS
12: if St+1 > 1 then St+1 = 1




Algorithm 2 x Community Ranker
1: Input: C; {All communities in the graph} Graph G=( V, E ), η




4: for ∀c G do
5: for ∀e C do
6: if nes&net C then
7: Increment γ
8: end if





The time complexity function of the existing Attractor algorithm is improved. Note that 
the improved version is working faster without sacrificing any accuracy. Overall, the lat-
ter linear time complexity is O(|E| + k|E|) which is reduced by (T|E|) time. Even though 
Attractor and Optimized Attractor both have linear time complexities, the Optimized 
Attractor is faster by a factor of O(T.|E|) . As shown in Fig. 1, the optimized version of 
Attractor performs faster as the number of nodes and edges grow.
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The reason for this phenomenon is that the process of finding communities was done 
using three loops in the original algorithm, which was performed over every graph edge. 
The Optimized Attractor reduces this to two loops; i.e. the algorithm is improve with a 
constant of |E| for every datasets with edge number of |E|. Hence, Attractor time com-
plicity which is O(|E| + k|E| + T |E|) changed to O(|E| + k|E|); therefore, it runs faster 
with constant factor of O(|E|). Note that K is the average number of exclusive neigh-
bors for two linked nodes and T is a constant number which is 3 ≤ T ≤ 50. In OA, T is 
removed as all the calculations of third loop are compensated in second loop. The way, 
this has been possible is that instead of having third loop, all the filtering and flagging 
will be done in the second loop where similarities are being counted.
In the second algorithm (Community Ranker), the time complexity is O(|C| + |E|). The 
given time is coming from the number of communities and the number of existing edges in 
each community. The time complexity for CR is O(C), where C is the number of communities.
Experimental analysis
This experiment was performed on a computer with Intel Xeon(R) E5-1607 @ 3GHz 
processors and 16 GB RAM. A single core was used to run the algorithm. All the nodes 
and edges were loaded in the machines main memory before calculating the time spent 
for the Attractor or community Ranker algorithm. All the proposed algorithms were 
implemented in Python programming language, and the library used was networkx [18]. 
A matplotlib library was used for the Plots draw from the graphs.
Data set
To be able to illustrate the performance of Optimized Attractor algorithm, the most 
commonly used datasets for community detections have been chosen and used in this 
experiment. Data sets used are all real world datasets. We used the famous Karate Club 
dataset [19] which is used in almost all community detection related problems. The 
second commonly used dataset in this work is American football [20] with 115 nodes. 
The other datasets used are PolBooks–Krebs’ Amazon books [21], Theory collabora-
tion network [22], Brightkite [23], Pennsylvania road network [24], Amazon product 
Fig. 1 Comparison chart for Attractor, Optimized Attractor without BFS , and OA with BFS
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co-purchasing network, and ground-truth communities [25]. More details about data-
sets used in this study are given in Table 2.
Discussion and future work
The result of comparison between Optimized Attractor, Attractor and OA & BFS time 
performance is shown in Table 1. The optimization shows it’s most effect on Amazon 
dataset. One can see the difference is almost 25% faster than the previous result. With 
these point being mentioned the only concerned remained is the accuracy of the pro-
posed method, in which is addressed in Table 3. Not only the accuracy did not degrade 
but also it shows that Optimized Attractor has a better level of accuracy. For PolBooks 
dataset, the accuracy of Modularity method is 0.85 where the accuracy of Optimized 
Attractor is 1. The result of Optimized Attractor for datasets Karate and Football are 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Communities divisions are demonstrated with different colors.
As for Community Ranker algorithm, it’s shown in Table 4 it takes less than a millisec-
ond to rank a network with more than a million nodes. For the smaller datasets, the time 
consumed is almost close to zero. However this should be considered that all the com-
munities have already been detected and loaded to the system. The time shown in the 
Table 4 shows only the execution time for ranking system.
Also the results for top four communities in Karate, Football and Polbooks datasets 
are shown in Fig. 4.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method achieving a better performance as shown in Table 5. 
As the networks specially social networks grow to more complex, the needs of dealing 
with the new sophisticated data grows. Community detection algorithm proposed in 
this paper improves the speed and performance of finding communities.
Table 2 The studied datasets
Data set Number of nodes Number of edges
Karate Club 34 78





Table 3 Similarity analysis of the Optimized Attractor
Data set Attractor Modularity
Karate Club 1 0.916128
American Football 1 0.952536
Polbooks 1 0.854031
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Fig. 2 Community distribution on Karate dataset, λ 4.5
Fig. 3 Community distribution on Football dataset, λ 4.5
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Summary of findings
We proposed a ranking system for communities in which rate communities based on 
their influence on the rest of network. As the interest in finding top communities and 
top nodes in each community grows, various methods have been developed to discover 
the ranking pattern. Our algorithm uses centrality concept to find top communities in 
each dataset. In this method, the number of intra community offspring of each node is 
counted and compared to the total number of nodes in the dataset and then a method 
Fig. 4 Ranking of top four communities, Lambda 4.5
Table 5 Notations and symbols
Notation Definition and description
G Given graph
N, n Set of nodes, node
L, l Set of links, link
C, c Set of community, community
η Number of nodes in each C
Rc Rank of community c
γ Number of edges between two C





t Nodes on the side of an edge
S Similarity value
s, e Start and end node
m, x Mutual, exclusive neighbor
Υ Neighboring set
Table 4 Top four communities
Data set Num of comm Max nodes Min nodes Process time
Karate Club 3 17 1 0.001000
American Football 12 14 5 0.001000
Polbooks 4 44 1 0.001000
Friendship 15,280 15,280 1 0.132000
Amazon 33,931 1494 1 0.613000
Road 22,978 876,500 1 0.992000
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of normalization is applied. As a result, the proposed algorithm can find how topology 
important a node can be (more offspring to outside communities shows more influence).
Future work
We hope our results will motivate more studies on community ranking system. And hav-
ing findings not only based on node relation but also on content base relations between 
nodes such as, comments, likes or follows. The speed and performance of finding com-
munities is improved in this work but still there is a need to improve the accuracy related 
issues. Also the proposed algorithm can find community as an individual but there are 
a lot of nodes in which are common between different communities and can not be 
pointed as members of a specific communities. So there is a need to find the common 
part known as overlapping communities.
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